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SUSE Partners with Micro Focus
for Powerful Storage and Backup
for SAP Environments
If you use SAP HANA or other SAP solutions, you need a simple, cost-efficient way
to store the skyrocketing amount of data that runs your business. Traditional storage
systems can no longer handle that data; for this reason, many enterprises are turning
to software-defined storage (SDS), which uses software that runs on industry-standard
hardware platforms. Compounding that challenge is the additional need for reliable
backup and disaster recovery. Fortunately, the partnership of SUSE and Micro Focus
can help.
SUSE Enterprise Storage and
Micro Focus Data Protector
at a Glance:
Scalable:
Grow your storage without limits.
Compliance-ready:
 eep backup copies and store data in
K
secondary locations.
Cost-effective:
 se industry-standard hardware and nodeU
based pricing to control costs.
Easy to set up and manage:
Get file, block and object storage in one system.

SUSE and Micro Focus have partnered to
offer the SDS capabilities you need, with a
compliance-ready solution that delivers unlimited storage and full backup and recovery of SAP and SAP HANA environments.
SUSE® Enterprise Storage, powered by
Ceph technology, and Micro Focus Data
Protector work with the existing features
in SAP HANA and other SAP solutions to
ensure that your systems have the support they need. Together, they enable you
to easily manage and store those growing volumes of data and give you peace
of mind with powerful backup and disaster
recovery capabilities.

SAP-ready:

A Partnership You Can Rely On

 enefit from our partnership with SAP and our
B
deep understanding of SAP systems..

For many years, SUSE and Micro Focus
have worked together to create solutions
that help enterprises stay competitive in a
constantly evolving market. Our solutions
improve operational efficiency, increase

Products:
 USE Enterprise Storage
S
Micro Focus Data Protector

performance, promote innovation and enable the digital transformation required to
thrive today.
Both companies also have a longstanding relationship with SAP and have been
recognized as making significant contribu
tions to the SAP ecosystem. Micro Focus
Data Protector is SAP certified and, together with SUSE Enterprise Storage, is
optimized to run seamlessly with SAP
solutions.
SUSE’s relationship with SAP began in
1999 in the SAP LinuxLab. Our longtime
partnership is just part of the reason why
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server for SAP
Applications is currently running in 90
percent of SAP HANA installations. It is
also why SUSE is the operating system of
choice for SAP’s production and development environments.

Together, SUSE Enterprise Storage and Micro Focus
Data Protector offer a compliance-ready solution that
can provide unlimited storage and full backup and
recovery of SAP and SAP HANA environments.
Contact us at:
www.suse.com

A Storage Solution That
Meets Today’s Needs
SUSE and Micro Focus have teamed up
to deliver a powerful, industry-leading,
compliance-ready SDS solution with unlimited capacity, pairing Micro Focus Data
Protector and SUSE Enterprise Storage.
Micro Focus Data Protector

This enterprise-grade backup and disaster recovery solution is designed for large,
complex and heterogeneous IT environments. Built on an adaptive architecture
that combines security and analytics, it
can help you meet your continuity needs
reliably and cost-effectively. It offers:
Standardized protection that works
across diverse environments
Compression, deduplication, storage
management and analytics to help
you better use your infrastructure
A highly reliable and secure backup
environment with low overhead

Predictive analytics, automation and
other tools to efficiently manage the
backup environment
SUSE Enterprise Storage

Based on Ceph, this industry-leading SDS
solution is designed as a distributed storage cluster to provide unlimited scalability from tens of terabytes to petabytes. It
is self-managing and self-healing, which
means many tasks are automated and
don’t require IT intervention. It offers:
Fast setup and deployment, usually
requiring less than two hours’
configuration time after hardware is
unpacked and ready
Automation to save IT administrators
time and effort
Faster time to recovery in the event of
disasters and unplanned downtime
Ultimate scalability to handle massive
data sets and virtually unlimited
growth potential
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